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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates various MIMO detection methods for3GPP
LTE open-loop downlink multi-antenna transmission. Targeting
VLSI implementation, these detection methods are evaluated with
respect to complexity and detection performance. A realistic 3GPP
LTE simulation chain is developed for the evaluation. The result
shows that with the aid of Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (H-
ARQ), a recently proposed reduced complexity close-ML detec-
tor called MFCSO achieves a good tradeoff between achievable
throughput and complexity. An adaptive transmission and detection
scheme is also proposed based on user scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-antenna or multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) technolo-
gies have been widely adopted by latest wireless standards.3GPP
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is the 4th generation radio access tech-
nology which incorporates Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
ple Access (OFDMA) as the multiple access scheme in downlink.
MIMO technologies are also mandatory in LTE to achieve the LTE
bit-rate targets (e.g 100 Mbit/s peak data rate for downlink). As part
of the receiver chain depicted in Fig. 1, MIMO symbol detection is
a significant challenge for VLSI implementation.

Figure 1: Baseband Chain of a 3GPP LTE Receiver

Various MIMO detection methods and their respective imple-
mentations have been proposed in literature such as [1], [2], [3]
and [5]. However, none of them has taken the system specific fea-
tures of LTE (e.g. OFDMA and H-ARQ) into consideration and are
mostly based on very simple channel models (e.g. AWGN). In this
paper, with the aid of a more realistic LTE simulation chain and
3GPP SCME channel model, several MIMO detection algorithms
are applied to LTE system and with their performance quantitatively
evaluated. Second, although the MFCSO detection algorithmpro-
posed by the authors in [5] has a very low detection complexity,
under random AWGN channels, it requires relatively strong chan-
nel coding to maintain a close-ML performance in frame-error-ratio
[5]. In this paper, its performance with the aid of H-ARQ is in-
vestigated. Based on the performance and complexity analysis, an
adaptive transmission and detection mechanism is proposedby the
authors for different user scenarios.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,
MIMO schemes in 3GPP LTE are presented in brief. Sec. 3 intro-
duces several MIMO detection algorithms evaluated in this paper.
Sec. 4 briefly describe the simulation chain and its configuration in

this paper. Sec. 5 presents the simulation performance and Sec. 6
addresses the complexity issues. An adaptive transmissionand de-
tection scheme is proposed in Sec. 7. Finally, Sec. 8 concludes the
paper.

2. MULTI-ANTENNA TRANSMISSION IN LTE

As defined in 3GPP LTE standard [8], the procedure to map modu-
lated symbols to different antennas is called antenna mapping which
in general supports up to two code streams and four transmitting an-
tennas. As depicted in Fig. 2, antenna mapping consists of two parts
namely layer mapping and precoding. The former multiplexesthe
modulated symbols belonging to one or two codewords into differ-
ent number of layers (or codeblocks) to transmit. The later loads
symbols from each layer and jointly process these symbols intime
or frequency domain before mapping them to different antennas.
In this paper, a configuration with only two transmitting antennas
and two receiving antennas is considered. In orthogonal frequency
multiplexing access (OFDMA) systems such as LTE, the general
transmission model of each subcarrier is

r = Hs+n (1)

whereH is the frequency domain channel matrix,s and r are in
respect the transmitted and received symbol vector.

Figure 2: Downlink Multi-antenna Transmission Schemes

2.1 Spatial Multiplexing

Spatial multiplexing (SM) is a MIMO technique aimed at maxi-
mizing the data throughput by exploiting the degrees of freedom in
MIMO channels. Since the multiplexing gain is only available for
high SNR region, spatial multiplexing is usually used when high-
SNR is available. As depicted in Fig. 2(a), for 2×2 SM in LTE,
there are two codewords, with the first codeword is mapped to the
first layer and the second codeword mapped to the second. In gen-
eral, the degree of freedom (multiplexing gain) is determined by
min(nt ,nr ) which is the rank of the channel matrix

H =

[
h11 h12
h21 h22

]
(2)

In caseH is badly conditioned (e.g. when line-of-sight occurs), lin-
ear detection based on the pseudo-inversion ofH in (6) will perform
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poorly. In other words, the gain of spatial multiplexing heavily de-
pends on the multipath fading. To allow close-loop beamforming
based on codebook, a pre-coding matrixW can be multiplied with
the layer mapped symbols at the transmitter side. For downlink, W
is usually computed at the basestation based on the codebookand
UE feedback.

2.2 Space-Frequency Block Coding

Similar to Space-Time Block Coding (STBC), Space-Frequency
Block Coding (SFBC) [8] is a technique to transmit data for guaran-
teed diversity with a low complexity symbol detector on the receiver
side. Alamouti matrix [6] based orthogonal STBC has been widely
adopted in latest wireless standards for the reason that it is the only
full-rate linear STBC code with a diversity gain of 2. In other words,
the SFBC considered in this paper is an Alamouti schemes in space
and frequency domain. This assumes the channels of neighboring
subcarriers are identical, so that when a single codeword ismapped
to several neighboring subcarriers, frequency diversity is achieved.
The basic 4×2 space-frequency channel matrix is defined as

H =




h11 −h12
h12 −h22
h∗12 h∗11
h∗22 h∗12


 (3)

3. MIMO DETECTION ALGORITHMS

For MIMO systems, a major challenge is the symbol detection at
the receiver. As channel coding (e.g. Turbo) is used, soft-output, in
effect the log-likelihood ratio (LLR), must be computed. Maximum
Likelihood (ML) detection which is the optimum detector computes

L(bi |r) = log

(
∑s:bi(s)=1exp(− 1

σ2 ‖r −Hs‖2)

∑s:bi(s)=0exp(− 1
σ2 ‖r −Hs‖2)

)
(4)

Here “s : bi(s) = β ” means alls for which theith bit of s is equal
to β . Computing (4) requires enumeration of the entire set of pos-
sible transmitted vectors. The complexity of doing this is usually
not affordable for implementation in practice. However since ML
provides the best theoretical performance, it is commonly used as a
benchmark when comparing other algorithms.

3.1 Linear Detection

Linear detection schemes such as Zero-Forcing (ZF) and Minimum
Mean-Square-Error (MMSE) have very low complexity. The only
difference between ZF and LMMSE is the later one takes the noise
powerσ2 into consideration while the former does not. The ZF and
LMMSE detection is defined in the following

ZF : ŝZF = (HHH)
−1

HH r (5)

MMSE : ŝMMSE = (HHH+σ2I)
−1

HH r (6)

The equation shows that matrix inversion is involved in the detec-
tion. The low complexity of linear detection makes them attractive
for VLSI implementation, though they have relatively poor perfor-
mance especially when the channel is slow-fading [3]. Fortunately,
the “frequency hopping” of multiple users in OFDMA creates afast
fading channel for each individual user, which will to some extent
improve the performance of linear detection.

3.2 Fixed-Complexity Soft-Output (FCSO) Detection

As a tradeoff between performance and complexity, sphere decod-
ing such as [1] have been proposed to reach close-ML performance
with lower complexity than ML. However, the complexity of sphere
decoding grows exponentially with the number of transmit antennas
and polynomially in the size of the signal constellation. More im-
portantly, the tree search used in sphere decoding is in principle a

sequential procedure which is difficult to parallelize. In [2], a fixed-
throughput sphere detector was proposed with fixed-complexity and
parallelism for hard-decision. A method namely layered orthogo-
nal lattice detector (LORD) is presented in [4] to compute the soft-
decision. Similarly, the FCSO detector [3] which computes soft-
output, achieves close-ML detection performance via fullyenumer-
ating only one transmitted symbol and applying decision feedback
equalization (DFE) to the rest of the symbols. However, the com-
plexity of both FCSO and LORD will increase substantially asthe
constellation grows (e.g. from 16-QAM to 64-QAM).

3.3 Modified FCSO Detection

In [5], a reduced complexity variant of FCSO [3] for high-order
modulation schemes is proposed called MFCSO for Modified
FCSO. This section essentially repeats the algorithm description
given in [5]. The approximation in MFCSO consists of only par-
tially enumerating the symbols selected for exact marginalization.
Taking a 2× 2 MIMO system as an example, considering each
complex-valued symbol as one layer, only one of them is ex-
actly marginalized with the other approximately marginalized (us-
ing DFE hard-decision). The channel rate processing of MFCSO
involves the QR decomposition (QRD) of two 2×2 channel matri-
ces which areH1 = H in (2) and

H2 =

[
h12 h11
h22 h21

]
(7)

The QRD generates an upper triangular matrixR, and a unitary ma-
trix Q so that

H1 = Q1R1 H2 = Q2R2 (8)

Slightly different from the MFCSO presented in [5], the detec-
tion procedure for 2×2 SM is in the following

1. Linear detection in (6) or (5) is carried out to estimate the 2×1
initial symbol vector

ŝinit = min
ŝinit ,k∈L

‖H1s− r‖2 (9)

Heres is the transmitted symbol vector, within which,sk is the
kth symbol.

2. For each initially estimated symbol ˆsinit ,k, k∈{1,2}, a candidate
setLk is created.Lk containsN lattice points close to ˆsinit ,k. In
this paper, it is decided thatN = 16 for 64-QAM andN = 9 for
16-QAM.

3. Firsts2 is chosen as the top-layer symbol. In order to perform
DFE,

r̃ = QH
1 r (10)

needs to be computed. The same operation is needed once again
whens1 is chosen as the top layer later.

4. For thenth constellation pointζn ∈L2, its effect oñr1 will have
to be canceled out.

r̃1 = r̃1−R1(1,2)ζn (11)

Based onζn, the partial Euclidean distance

δn = ‖R1(2,2)ζn− r̃2‖
2 (12)

computed for the top-layer.
5. DFE is applied to detect the other layer. Using back-substitution

[7], ŝ1 can be estimated from

ŝ1 = arg min
ŝ1∈L

‖R1(1,1)ŝ1− r̃1‖
2 (13)
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6. The estimated ˆs1 together with ˆs2 = ζn form a complete possible
transmitted symbol vector ˆs, based on which, an accumulated
full Euclidean distance

δn = δn +‖R1(1,1)ŝ1− r̃1‖
2 (14)

can be computed.
7. In total, there will beN differentδn computed whens2 is chosen

as the top layer. Thens1 is chosen as the top-layer symbol as
well. Based onQ2,R2 andŝinit ,1, the same procedure needs to
be done once again to computed anotherN differentδn. Hence
for the 2× 2 system, 2N different δn values need to be com-
puted. They are used to update the LLR values in the end [5].

4. 3GPP LTE SIMULATION CHAIN

In order to carry out both fast prototyping and verification of the
3GPP LTE modems, a complete physical layer behavior model and
simulation chain has been developed in Matlab and C. In combi-
nation to an LTE signal generator, it allows both quantitative per-
formance evaluation and conformance test of the chip. The simula-
tion chain includes a transmitter conforming to 3GPP technical spec
[8][9] and [10], and a receiver which supports timing/frequency
synchronization, channel estimation, subcarrier demapping, rate-
matching, turbo decoding and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).
H-ARQ based on chase combining (CC) is included with up to three
times retransmission allowed. The 3GPP SCME model [11] is used
as the channel model. In the simulation done for this paper, 5000
subframes are simulated. Both 2×2 SM and 2×2 SFBC are chosen
as the MIMO configuration. No close-loop precoding is assumed in
this paper. Throughput is calculated based on the method in [12].

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) 9, 15
Modulation 16-QAM/64-QAM

System bandwidth 5MHz
Num of UE 1
Num of BS 1

Channel model Urban Micro
UE speed 3km/h

Channel estimation Ideal
H-ARQ Chase Combining

Turbo iterations 8

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

CQI Modulation Code rate
9 16-QAM 0.602

15 64-QAM 0.926

Table 2: CQI parameters in simulation [10]

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Fig. 3, 4 and 5 show that in order to support CQI=15, relatively
high SNR is required, which means the UE has to be close to the BS.
Meanwhile, for 2×2 SM, FCSO achieves ML performance which is
7 dB better than MFCSO when reaching FER= 0.01 in Fig. 3 when
the weakest code is used (0.926). MFCSO is around 10 dB better
than MMSE to reach FER= 0.01 in the same criteria. Note that in
wireless systems, compared to BER or FER, throughput is a more
important performance factor (if not latency) which has direct effect
on the user experience. Fig. 5 shows that the gain in throughput
brought by MFCSO against MMSE is significant (up to 12Mbits/s,
or 55% higher than the one achieved by MMSE). In comparison, the
throughput gain brought by FCSO against MFCSO is much smaller
(up to 2.5Mbits/s, or 7% higher than that achieved by MFCSO).
The much smaller gap in throughput in comparison to that of FER
mainly owes to the H-ARQ retransmission with chase combining.

The result shows us that even with a sub-optimal detector (which
also implies much lower complexity), a throughput that is close to
the one achievable by ML detectors can be reached when H-ARQ
is presented.

Simulation result of CQI=9 are depicted in Fig. 6, 7 and 8.
The result shows that 16-QAM only requires moderate SNR which
will be available in most part of the cell range. It also showsthat
MFCSO (N = 9) achieve the same performance as FCSO and ML
detectors. It has a throughput that up to 68% higher than the one
achieved by MMSE.
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Figure 3: Frame-Error-Ratio (2×2 SM, CQI=15)
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Figure 4: BLock-Error-Ratio (2×2 SM, CQI=15), red curves are
the BLER of the 1st retransmission of H-ARQ

Fig. 10 and 9 show the BLER and throughput of 2×2 SFBC
with two different CQI values (9 and 15). The simulation shows that
SFBC reaches FER=0.01 at much lower SNR than SM as depicted
in Tab. 3, though the throughput is half.

CQI SFBC (MMSE) SM (MFCSO) SM (MMSE)
9 10 dB 17 dB 24 dB

15 24 dB 36 dB N/A

Table 3: Minimum SNR to reach FER=0.01

Fig. 11 depicts the achievable throughput using two-level adap-
tive modulation and coding (AMC). The result shows that when
SNR is worse than 10 dB, SFBC achieves both higher throughput
and lower BLER than SM even if ML detector is used.
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Figure 5: Coded Throughput (2×2 SM, CQI=15)
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Figure 6: Frame-Error-Ratio (2×2 SM, CQI=9)
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Figure 7: BLock-Error-Ratio (2×2 SM, CQI=9)

6. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

In LTE [8], taking a 5 MHz bandwidth LTE system as an example,
up to 7 OFDM symbols need to be processed within one slot (0.5
ms) which contain 1900 data subcarriers. This means that there will
be no more than 0.26µs to finish the detection of each subcarrier in
average. Therefore, proper detection methods have to be chosen in
order to maximize the data rate at reasonable implementation cost.

As depicted in Eq. (6), for 2×2 SM, the MMSE detector needs
to compute the inverse of a 2× 2 matrix. It has been presented
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Figure 8: Coded Throughput (2×2 SM, CQI=9)
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Figure 9: Througput (2×2 SFBC, MMSE)
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Figure 10: BLock-Error-Ratio (2×2 SFBC, MMSE)

in [13] that the inversion of small matrices can be done usingdi-
rect inversion which supplies sufficient precision for mostof the
channels. The FCSO and MFCSO detector involves the search ofa
number of trellis nodes as depicted in Tab. 4. The FCSO detector
always visits the complete constellation (e.g. 16 for 16-QAM and
64 for 64-QAM) while MFCSO only visits a subset of it (e.g. 9 for
16-QAM and 16 for 64-QAM). Note that MFCSO requires MMSE
detection to compute the inital estimate (9) which is an extra cost
compared to FCSO.
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Figure 11: Coded Throughput with 2-level AMC (CQI 15 and 9)

MMSE MFCSO FCSO ML
Num nodes 16-QAM 1 18 32 256

64-QAM 1 32 128 4096
Area Estimate (mm2) 64-QAM 0.08 0.2 0.6 20

Table 4: Complexity Analysis for ASIC Implementation (65 nm)

In practice, the hardware is usually implemented taking both the
cost and performance issues into consideration. Based on the com-
plexity analysis in Tab. 4 and the performance analysis in Sec. 5,
MFCSO falls into the favor of the authors to be chosen as the tar-
get algorithm for ASIC implementation. Using ST 65nm CMOS
process, while meeting the 0.26µs constraint, the implemented de-
tector supporting both MMSE and MFCSO for 2×2 SM and up to
64-QAM modulation occupies less than 0.25mm2.

7. ADAPTIVE TRANSMISSION AND DETECTION

As depicted in Tab. 4, a detector supporting MFCSO/MMSE con-
sumes 2.5 times the area of the one only supporting MMSE. Hence
the former one is assumed to target high-end users willing topay
more in area and power for performance (e.g. laptops). The MMSE
single-mode detector is in favor of low-end users for connectivity
with minimum cost (e.g. smartphones). Note that the user cares
about latency as well as throughput, and latency is partly determined
by the number of retransmissions. Hence it is also importantto
keep the retransmissions to a minimum (which requires low FER).
Fig. 11 shows that with AMC, SM using MFCSO detector always
brings higher throughput when SNR is greater than 10 dB. For both
types of users, when SNR is worse than 10 dB (a in Fig. 11), SFBC
is preferred instead of SM. For low-end users, SM can be used when
SNR≥ 25 dB while SFBC is still preferable (due to the low FER
thus fewer retransmissions resulting in low latency) used from 10
to 25 dB. For high-end users, SM is preferred when SNR is at least
higher than 10 dB. On the other hand, the MMSE-mode will con-
sume substantiately lower power than the MFSCO-mode, the high-
end users might only want to switch to MFCSO-mode when there is
enough battery power and high SNR (e.g.≥ 25 dB). When SNR is
very low, SFBC is also preferred due to its robustness (as depicted
in Fig. 11). The SNR ranges suggested for the mode-switchingof
two types of detector hardware are shown in Tab. 5. The adaptive
scheme brings power efficiency and can supply best-effort perfor-
mance in an economic way.

SNR range SFBC SM
High-end Detector (MFCSO/MMSE) −2 dB→ 10 dB ≥ 10 dB

Low-end Detector (MMSE only) −2 dB→ 26 dB ≥ 26 dB

Table 5: Adaptive Transmission and Detection

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the result shows that MFCSO [5] detector achieves
close-ML throughput in LTE, even with a relatively weak channel
code and with high order modulation (e.g. CQI=15). Furthermore,
since the algorithm has sufficiently low complexity [5], it is cho-
sen over FCSO [3] and other close-ML detection schemes for VLSI
implementation. Based on the adaptive scheme proposed in Sec. 7,
a good performance and cost tradeoff can be achieved. The result
also emphasizes the need of a configurable detector to enablethe
adaptive scheme in real-time.
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